Lack of Csk-Mediated Negative Regulation in a Unicellular Src Kinase
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Abstract

Phosphotyrosine-based signaling plays a vital role in cellular communication in multicellular organisms. Unexpectedly, unicellular choanoflagellates (the closest phylogenetic group to metazoans) possess numbers of tyrosine kinases that are comparable to those in complex metazoans. Here, we have characterized tyrosine kinases from the filasterean Capsaspora owczarzaki, a unicellular protist representing the sister group to choanoflagellates and metazoans. Two Src-like tyrosine kinases have been identified in C. owczarzaki (CoSrc1 and CoSrc2), both of which have the arrangement of SH3, SH2, and catalytic domains seen in mammalian Src kinases.
In *Capsaspora* cells, CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 localize to punctate structures in filopodia that may represent primordial focal adhesions. We have cloned, expressed, and purified both enzymes. CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 are active tyrosine kinases. Mammalian Src kinases are normally regulated in a reciprocal fashion by autophosphorylation in the activation loop (which increases activity) and by Csk-mediated phosphorylation of the C-terminal tail (which inhibits activity). Similar to mammalian Src kinases, the enzymatic activities of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 are increased by autophosphorylation in the activation loop. We have identified a Csk-like kinase (CoCsk) in the genome of *C. owczarzaki*. We cloned, expressed, and purified CoCsk and found that it has no measurable tyrosine kinase activity. Furthermore, CoCsk does not phosphorylate or regulate CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 in cells or in vitro, and CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 are active in *Capsaspora* cell lysates. Thus, the function of Csk as a negative regulator of Src family kinases appears to have arisen with the emergence of metazoans.

Tyrosine kinases are abundant in animals, and they play critical roles in cell growth, differentiation, survival, and motility.\(^1,2\) A hallmark of tyrosine kinases is that their enzymatic activity is tightly regulated in normal cells. Aberrant activation of tyrosine kinases (by overexpression, mutation, or gene fusion events) is closely linked to human cancer.\(^3–5\) A well-known example is v-Src, the oncogenic tyrosine kinase encoded by Rous sarcoma virus. v-Src is closely related to the cellular Src protein (c-Src) but contains a divergent C-terminal sequence that disrupts c-Src regulation.\(^2\)

c-Src is a member of a family of nine related nonreceptor tyrosine kinases.\(^2,6,7\) The Src family kinases (SFKs) have a conserved domain arrangement that is necessary for their regulation: they possess an N-terminal myristoylation sequence, followed by unique, SH3, SH2, and kinase catalytic domains. A C-terminal tail contains a tyrosine (Y527), which, when phosphorylated, binds to the SH2 domain to inhibit the enzyme. The SH3 domain is also involved in inhibitory interactions with a polyproline helix in the SH2 catalytic linker region.\(^2,8–10\) Activation of Src kinases occurs through autophosphorylation in the activation loop at Y416. This is promoted by disruption of the intramolecular inhibitory interactions, either through dephosphorylation of the C-terminal tyrosine or through binding of a ligand to the SH2 or SH3 domain.\(^8,11,12\) The conserved domains of Src are also involved in substrate recognition and targeting, so the enzyme is active only at the right localization, and when the correct substrates are present.\(^13,14\)

The C-terminal Src kinase (Csk) specifically phosphorylates Src family members at Y527, to establish low basal activity.\(^2,15\) Csk has a domain structure similar to that of Src; it contains SH3, SH2, and kinase domains but lacks an N-terminal membrane-targeting region and does not contain a tyrosine corresponding to Y416 in the activation loop.\(^16\) The regulatory relationship between Src and Csk has been highly conserved throughout the evolution of animals.\(^17,18\) The biological necessity for Csk-mediated Src regulation is highlighted in mouse gene knockout studies, where deletion of Csk leads to early stage embryonic death and severe neural tube defects.\(^19\)

Approximately 600 million years ago, the Cambrian explosion marked the sudden appearance of multicellular animals.\(^20–22\) A requirement for multicellularity is the ability of cells to interact and communicate. Signaling components such as tyrosine kinases were therefore necessary for the evolution from unicellular organisms to multicellular animals.\(^23\) Many protein domains involved in animal cell signaling, including canonical tyrosine kinases such as Src and Csk, are not present in bacteria, plants, or even fungi, the closest multicellular relatives to animals.\(^24\) Surprisingly, recent genome analyses have shown that components of phosphotyrosine-based signaling exist in unicellular choanoflagellates, the closest living relatives to metazoans, suggesting that these may have played a role in the transition to multicellularity.\(^25–28\) Choanoflagellates and Metazoa contain many of the same
signaling molecules and domains, and their common ancestor might contain these genes. The closest known relative of these two groups is the filasterean *Capsaspora owczarzaki*, a unicellular protist identified in 1980.\textsuperscript{29–32} *Capsaspora* also has a large and diverse complement of tyrosine kinases.\textsuperscript{33} Here we report that *C. owczarzaki* has two Src-like kinases (CoSrc1 and CoSrc2), as well as a Csk homologue (CoCsk). Although CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 have a domain organization similar to that of their mammalian counterparts, are active, and share many functional properties, CoCsk displays no activity. The lack of Csk-mediated regulation of Src in *Capsaspora* suggests that this highly conserved system arose later at the onset of metazoan evolution. We hypothesize the tight regulation of Src was a necessary development in the evolution of proper cell-cell interaction in multicellular animals.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**C. owczarzaki**

A culture of *C. owczarzaki* ATCC30864 was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and maintained at 23 °C in ATCC medium 1034.

**Antibodies and Reagents**

Nickel-nitriloacetic acid resin was purchased from Qiagen. Anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (clone 4G10) was from Millipore. Anti-FLAG antibody, EZview Red Anti-FLAG M2 Affinity Gel, CNBr-linked Sepharose, leupeptin, aprotinin, PMSF, sodium vanadate, and ethanolamine were all from Sigma. Anti-V5 antibody and glutathione-agarose-linked beads were from Invitrogen.

**cDNA Cloning and Alignments**

*C. owczarzaki* CoSrc1, CoSrc2, and CoCsk were predicted in the draft genome sequence, which is available at [http://www.broadinstitute.org/annotation/genome/multicellularity_project/](http://www.broadinstitute.org/annotation/genome/multicellularity_project/) by the use of Augustus.\textsuperscript{34} Model parameters of the prediction were specifically optimized for *C. owczarzaki*. The cDNAs were amplified and cloned from a *Capsaspora* cDNA library by polymerase chain reaction with specific primers. We confirmed that the sequences have no errors that change amino acids. For expression in insect cells, CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 (residues 331–566 and 395–590, respectively) were cloned into the BamHI and XbaI sites of pFastbac-HtC (Invitrogen). N-terminally FLAG-tagged full-length CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 (566 and 590 residues long, respectively) were expressed in mammalian cells by being subcloned into the XbaI and BamHI restriction sites of p3x-FLAG-CMV (Sigma). The CoCsk cDNA (encoding a protein of 501 residues) was subcloned into pGEX-4T-1 (GE Healthcare) by EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites. V5-tagged CoCsk was expressed in mammalian cells by being subcloned into the BamHI and XbaI sites of plasmid pEF1/V5-HisA (Invitrogen). Amino acid sequences were aligned using ClustalW and formatted by BOX-SHADE (version 3.3.1 by K. Hofmann and M. D. Baron) in UCSK workbench 3.2. Phylogenetic tree analysis was performed by the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method. RAxML\textsuperscript{35} was used with the WAG + Γ model of evolution.\textsuperscript{36} The amino acid substitution rate was shaped by four rate categories.\textsuperscript{37}

**Protein Expression and Purification**

His-tagged CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were expressed in Sf9 insect cells using the Bac-to-Bac system (Invitrogen). Sf9 cells (600 mL) were infected with recombinant CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 baculovirus for 72 h. Cells were lysed in a French pressure cell, and CoSrc proteins were purified on a 5 mL column of nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid resin. Purified proteins were stored in 40% glycerol at −20 °C. Full-length GST-tagged CoCsk was expressed in 1 L *Escherichia coli*.
coli cultures. Proteins were purified on glutathione-agarose-linked beads and eluted with 20 mM glutathione in 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0).

**Mammalian Cell Transfection and Western Blotting**

Src/Yes/Fyn-deficient (SYF) cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum at 30 °C in 5% CO₂. Cells were transfected at 50% confluency with TransIT transfection reagent at a ratio of 1:3 (DNA:TransIT). Cells were harvested after 48 h and lysed in RIPA buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8), 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride, 1% NP-40, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM Na₃VO₄, 1 mg/mL aprotinin, and 1 mg/mL leupeptin] for 1 h at 4 °C. Lysates were centrifuged at 14000g for 15 min at 4 °C, separated via 10% SDS-PAGE, and transferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. Proteins were detected by Western blotting with anti-phosphotyrosine, anti-FLAG, and anti-V5 antibodies.

**Tyrosine Kinase Assays**

CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 activity assays were conducted with [γ-32P]ATP using a phosphocellulose paper binding assay. Reactions were performed in 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 10 mM MgCl₂, 0.25 mM ATP, varying concentrations of peptide substrate, and [γ-32P]ATP (100–500 cpm/pmol). Peptide substrates were purified by reverse-phase high-pressure liquid chromatography. CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 substrate specificity reactions were performed with the following peptides: Src peptide, AEEEIYGEFEAKKKKG; EGFR peptide, AEEEEEYLVAKKKG; Abl peptide, EAIYAA-PFAKKKG; and Kemptide, LRRASLG. Substrate targeting experiments were performed using the following peptides: SH2 substrate, RRLEDAYAAGGGGGEPPQpYEEIG; SH3 substrate, AEEEIYGEGGGRGAAPPPPPVPRGRG; and SH3 control, AEEEIYGEGGGRGAAPPPPPVPRGRG. To study the autophosphorylation-dependent activity of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2, the enzymes were first treated with immobilized GST-tagged Yersinia tyrosine phosphatase (YOP) for 30 min at 30 °C, followed by incubation with 0.25 mM ATP in kinase assay buffer for 30 min at 30 °C. Samples were prepared in the same way for mass spectrometry analysis. CoSrc (50 pmol) was added to 0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate, 0.1 M DTT, and 0.2 M iodoacetamide. The sample was then digested overnight with trypsin. Results were analyzed on a Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ Orbitrap CL ETD instrument.

Csk was assayed with [γ-32P]ATP and poly(Glu₄-Tyr). The reactions were conducted for 30 min at 30 °C, and then the mixtures were spotted onto Whatman 3MM paper and washed with 5% trichloroacetic acid at 55 °C, followed by liquid scintillation counting. CoCsk activity toward CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 was tested by incubating the proteins in kinase buffer with [γ-32P]ATP. The reactions were stopped by addition of Laemmli buffer and the mixtures analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. To quantify phosphorylation, bands were excised, dissolved in hydrogen peroxide, and analyzed by scintillation counting.

**Production and Purification of CoSrc-Specific Antibodies**

Specific antibodies recognizing CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were developed. Peptides derived from their N-terminal unique regions were used to create rabbit antibodies (Genemed Synthesis Inc.). The peptides used to generate antibodies toward CoSrc1 were CQAQQPMLPGQIMAQQ and CSTL-PGQRGGPGGGRV; the peptides used for CoSrc2 were CSNSKPHDPHDSFKVPSG and CSTTFTAPTSTNSLK. These antibodies were then isolated from sera through affinity purification. To prepare affinity matrices, synthetic peptides (corresponding to the sequences used to generate antibodies) were added at a
concentration of 0.2 mg/mL to 0.8 g of CNBr-Sepharose that had been swelled for 10 min in 1 mM HCl. These reactions proceeded for 1 h at room temperature and then at 4 °C overnight. Beads were washed, incubated with 100 mM ethanolamine for 1 h at room temperature, washed again, and stored in 500 mM NaCl in PBS; 1–2 mL of affinity matrices was incubated with 20 mL of serum containing CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 antibodies and 30 mL of phosphate-buffered saline overnight at 4 °C. Beads were washed with 500 mM NaCl in phosphate-buffered saline, transferred to a column, and eluted with 0.2 M acetic acid (pH 2.7) and 500 mM NaCl in a volume of 10–20 mL. Antibodies were stored in 50% glycerol.

Localization Experiments

Cells were grown on a coverslip and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde freshly prepared in an ATCC medium 1034 phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.5) for 10 min. Cells were incubated with rabbit anti-CoSrc antibodies (1:10 concentration), together with mouse anti-α-tubulin (Sigma T-9026; 1:500), overnight at 4 °C. Secondary antibodies [anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 and anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen) in a 1:500 ratio] were then applied after washing, and cells were incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After the secondary antibodies had been washed off, Hoechst 33342 (Sigma) was applied and washed two more times. Cells were then mounted with fluorescence mounting medium (Dako) and observed under a TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica). We conducted all these procedures on a coverslip, exchanging liquid gently by pipetting. Cells were kept attached on the glass during the staining and microscopy. Images were processed with ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).

Immunoprecipitation Assays

FLAG-tagged CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were expressed in mammalian SYF cells alone or together with CoCsk. Cells were lysed as described above, and CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were isolated from lysates (1 mg) by incubation with 40 μL of anti-FLAG affinity gel for 2 h at 4 °C. Samples were centrifuged at 5000g for 10 min at 4 °C. After being washed with phosphate-buffered saline, the protein-bound beads were used to measure CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 activity toward a synthetic Src substrate peptide with the phospho-cellulose binding assay.

The CoSrc1- and CoSrc2-specific antibodies described above were used to immunoprecipitate the enzymes from SYF or C. owczarzaki cell lysates. CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were overexpressed in SYF cells, and endogenous levels of the proteins were used from Capsaspora cells. Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer for 1 h at 4°C and then centrifuged for 10 min at the same temperature. Lysates (1 mg) were incubated with CoSrc1- and CoSrc2-specific antibodies for 1 h at 4 °C, followed by incubation with immobilized Protein A beads for an additional 2 h at 4 °C. The samples were centrifuged, washed with PBS, incubated with peptide substrate and [γ-32P]ATP, and assayed using the phosphocellulose binding assay.

RESULTS

Cloning CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 from C. owczarzaki

Two Src-like kinases were identified in the genome of C. owczarzaki, which we have designated CoSrc1 and CoSrc2. The Capsaspora Src-like kinases possess predicted SH3, SH2, and kinase catalytic domains in an arrangement similar to that of mammalian Src kinases and Monosiga brevicollis Src, MbSrc1 (Figure 1). A phylogenetic tree is shown in Figure 2, depicting the relationship among tyrosine kinases from C. owczarzaki, the choanoflagellate M. brevicollis, the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica, fly, and human. Sequence conservation in CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 is weakest in the N-terminal regions. The two
critical regulatory tyrosines are conserved in *Capsaspora* (Figure 1): CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 both contain a tyrosine (Tyr-447 and Tyr-471, respectively) corresponding to the site of autophosphorylation in the c-Src activation loop (Y416). Phosphorylation of this residue in mammalian Src kinases increases activity. The conserved tyrosine in the mammalian C-terminal tail (Y527) is also present in CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 (Tyr-558 and Tyr-582, respectively). In mammalian Src kinases, this tyrosine is specifically phosphorylated by Csk, promoting an autoinhibited form of the kinase. In the choanoflagellates *Monosiga ovata* and *M. brevicollis*, Csk homologues phosphorylate the Src C-termini but fail to repress Src activity.\textsuperscript{42,43}

**CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 Are Active Tyrosine Kinases**

We expressed and purified CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 using the Sf9/ baculovirus system. Co Src1 and Co Src2 both showed concentration-dependent activity toward a synthetic Src substrate peptide. Co Src2 was more active at all protein concentrations than Co Src1 (Figure 3A). The specific activities of Co Src1 and Co Src2 (0.9 × 10\textsuperscript{-3} and 1.7 × 10\textsuperscript{-3} mol min\textsuperscript{-1} mg\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively) were comparable to that of mammalian c-Src assayed in a similar manner (3.0 × 10\textsuperscript{-3} mol min\textsuperscript{-1} mg\textsuperscript{-1}).\textsuperscript{39} Next, we assayed Co Src1 and Co Src2 using synthetic peptides containing substrate motifs for various protein kinases. The specificities of Co Src1 and Co Src2 were similar to each other, and to that of mammalian c-Src, in that they showed the strongest phosphorylation of the Src substrate peptide, followed by the Abl substrate. Neither showed any activity toward the protein kinase A substrate, consistent with the prediction that they are tyrosine-specific kinases (Figure 3B).

In addition to their involvement in autoinhibitory interactions, the SH2 and SH3 domains of Src family kinases play a role in substrate recognition. This can be recapitulated in vitro; mammalian Src family kinases show higher activity toward peptide substrates to which SH3 or SH2 ligands are attached.\textsuperscript{39,40} *M. brevicollis* MbSrc1 displays enhanced phosphorylation of peptides containing SH3 ligands, but not SH2 ligands.\textsuperscript{42} We tested *Capsaspora* Co Src1 and Co Src2 with substrates possessing SH2 or SH3 ligands (Figure 3C). Co Src1 and Co Src2 both phosphorylated the substrate sequence to a higher degree when the SH3 ligand was incorporated into the peptide. Co Src1 showed a 6.5-fold enhancement (102.1 vs 15.5 μmol min\textsuperscript{-1} mg\textsuperscript{-1}), whereas Co Src2 showed a 7.8-fold enhancement (151.6 vs 19.4 μmol min\textsuperscript{-1} mg\textsuperscript{-1}). Neither enzyme displayed enhanced recognition of a substrate with an SH2 ligand.

Mammalian Src autophosphorylates at the activation loop tyrosine (Tyr-416). This modification increases kinase activity by destabilizing the autoinhibited conformation. To test whether the *Capsaspora* Src kinases are regulated in a similar manner, we first dephosphorylated the purified Src proteins by treating them with YOP tyrosine phosphatase and then incubated them with ATP to promote autophosphorylation. While dephosphorylated Co Src1 and Co Src2 had no detectable activity, the ATP-treated enzymes were active (Figure 4A). We identified the major site of autophosphorylation in ATP-treated Co Src2 by liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry of tryptic peptides. As expected, the enzyme is autophosphorylated on Tyr-471, the equivalent of the activation loop Tyr-416 in mammalian Src family kinases (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). To examine the activities of Co Src1 and Co Src2 in a cellular context, we expressed them in mammalian Src/Yes/Fyn-deficient fibroblasts. These cells lack all Src family kinases and present a low background level of tyrosine phosphorylation.\textsuperscript{44} We measured overall tyrosine kinase activity by anti-phosphotyrosine Western blotting. Co Src2 (or mammalian c-Src) showed robust autophosphorylation and phosphorylation of additional SYF cell proteins, while Co Src1 showed very little activity (Figure 4B).
Cloning CoCsk from *C. owczarzaki*

A C-terminal Src kinase (Csk) homologue was identified in the genome of *C. owczarzaki*. We aligned the sequence with the *M. brevicollis* Csk (MbCsk) and mammalian Csk (mCsk). CoCsk contains the conserved SH2, SH3, and kinase domain arrangement (Figure 5). A phylogenetic tree comparison is shown in Figure 2. CoCsk possesses all six of the residues previously identified as being important in Src recognition. MbCsk is lacking two of these Src recognition sites (Figure 5).

CoCsk Has No Detectable Activity

We amplified the cDNAs encoding the *Capsaspora* Csk homologue (CoCsk). Full-length CoCsk was cloned and expressed in bacterial cells as a fusion protein with glutathione S-transferase (GST). We also produced the corresponding mammalian and *M. brevicollis* GST-Csk constructs. We purified the GST-tagged proteins by glutathione-agarose chromatography and measured activity toward poly(Glu₄Tyr), a general tyrosine kinase substrate (Figure 6A). In contrast to mammalian Csk or *M. brevicollis* Csk, CoCsk was completely inactive. CoCsk showed no activity toward the Src peptide substrate or any other substrates tested. We tested for phosphorylation of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 by CoCsk using purified proteins and autoradiography. To reduce the level of background phosphorylation in these experiments, we produced mutant forms of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 lacking the major sites of autophosphorylation (Y447F and Y471F, respectively). No CoCsk activity toward the *Capsaspora* Src family kinases, the presumed substrates of CoCsk, was detectable (Figure 6B,C). Mammalian Csk was also unable to phosphorylate CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 in vitro (Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). We also tested the activity of CoCsk toward CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in mammalian cells. Autophosphorylation site mutant forms of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were expressed in mammalian SYF cells in the presence and absence of CoCsk. No additional phosphorylation of CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 was observed in cells co-expressing CoCsk (Figure 6D). To test for binding between CoCsk and CoSrc enzymes, we mixed immobilized GST-CoCsk with lysates from SYF cells expressing CoSrc1 or CoSrc2. Both forms of CoSrc bound to CoCsk, suggesting the possibility that CoCsk possesses a scaffolding function in *Capsaspora* (Figure 7A).

*Capsaspora* CoCsk shows homology with its counterparts from mammals and choanoflagellates (Figure 5). Furthermore, the catalytic domain of CoCsk contains all of the conserved residues important for ATP binding and catalysis (Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). However, unlike the Src kinase domain, which is constitutively active without the presence of its regulatory domains, the kinase domain of Csk requires interactions with its SH2 and SH3 domains for activity. Mutagenesis experiments highlighted interactions between the β₃-αC loop in the kinase domain and multiple amino acids in the SH2 domain that are necessary for Csk activity. The SH3-SH2 linker region is also crucial for Csk activation. In CoCsk, there are approximately 20 amino acids in these regions that differ from the residues conserved in mammalian, fly, sponge, and *M. brevicollis* Csk; these sequence variations could explain the lack of detectable CoCsk activity. We tested this possibility by site-directed mutagenesis of CoCsk Gly-278, which is in the kinase-SH2 interface. In mammalian, fly, sponge, and *M. brevicollis* Csk, an Asn residue is present at this position. An alanine substitution at this position in mammalian Csk led to a decrease in activity. We produced a G278N mutant form of CoCsk, expressed and purified the GST fusion protein, and tested its activity against poly(Glu₄Tyr). The mutation led to a partial recovery of CoCsk activity (specific activity of 0.5 μmol min⁻¹ mg⁻¹) (Figure 7B). These results suggest that Gly-278 and other residues in the interface contribute to the low activity of CoCsk. Importantly, these results also argue that the low activity of CoCsk is an intrinsic feature of the protein, rather than (for example) an artifact of protein expression in *E. coli.*
CoCsk Does Not Inhibit CoSrc

Phosphorylation of the C-termini of mammalian Src family kinases by Csk promotes the closed, inactive form. Although we were not able to detect any phosphorylation of CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 by CoCsk in vitro or in SYF cells, we tested for any inhibitory effect of CoCsk. No significant change in in vitro activity of purified CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 was seen upon incubation with CoCsk (Figure 8A). Next, we expressed CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in SYF cells in the presence or absence of CoCsk. We immunoprecipitated CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 and measured their activities toward a synthetic Src substrate. In contrast to the inhibitory effect of Csk on mammalian Src kinases, co-expression of CoCsk led to modest increases in CoSrc activity (Figure 8B). We also tested CoSrc variants in which the C-terminal tyrosines had been mutated to phenylanine, eliminating the possibility of negative regulation (CoSrc1 Y558F and CoSrc2 Y582F). The mutant forms of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were expressed in SYF cells, immunoprecipitated, and compared to wild-type CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 co-expressed with CoCsk. We observed no significant difference in CoSrc activity between the mutant (and presumably maximally active) forms and wild-type CoSrc isolated from CoCsk-expressing cells (Figure 8C). These results suggest that CoCsk is incapable of promoting CoSrc inhibition. Anti-phosphotyrosine Western blotting of SYF cell lysates showed comparable levels of overall cellular phosphorylation in the presence or absence of CoCsk, consistent with these findings (Figure 8D).

To study endogenous CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in C. owczarzaki cells, we generated specific antipeptide antibodies. Immunofluorescence experiments showed that CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 had similar localization patterns, with both clustering at specific points along filopodia as well as in the cell body. These points of localization matched those seen along filopodia when cells were probed with an actin antibody (Figure 9A). We used the CoSrc1- and CoSrc2-specific antibodies to immunoprecipitate the enzymes from Capsaspora lysates. Endogenous CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 isolated from Capsaspora cells were active toward a synthetic Src substrate peptide (Figure 9B,C). The levels of activity (≈100–150 pmol of phosphate/1.5 mg of lysate) were on the same order of magnitude as that of CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 overexpressed in SYF cells (≈20 or ≈500 pmol of phosphate/mg, respectively) (Figure 9B,C). We attempted to analyze the amounts of immunoprecipitated CoSrc by Western blotting. Overexpressed CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in SYF cells could easily be visualized, while levels of endogenous CoSrc1 amd CoSrc2 protein in Capsaspora cells were undetectable (Figure 9D). These experiments suggest that the specific activities of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in Capsaspora cells are higher than those measured in mammalian cells, consistent with a lack of Csk-mediated regulation.

DISCUSSION

Functional studies of the ancestral counterparts to mammalian signaling molecules can provide a window into their evolution. Choanoflagellates, the closest known living relatives of metazoans, possess numerous tyrosine kinases. The Src and Csk family kinases from the choanoflagellates M. brevicollis and M. ovata are broadly similar to the mammalian families in their domain architectures and enzymatic function. In both species, Csk phosphorylates Src but does not tightly regulate activity.42,43 The M. brevicollis enzymes showed some additional differences from mammalian c-Src, including a lack of SH2-directed substrate recognition and a novel C2 lipid-binding domain in one isoform (MbSrc4).42,49 Because these signaling molecules most likely emerged before the split between metazoan and choanoflagellates, we have analyzed the genome of their sister lineage, C. owczarzaki. We have investigated the properties of its two Src-like kinases and one Csk, comparing them to their mammalian counterparts to discover their functional similarities and differences.
The specific activities of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 toward a synthetic peptide containing an optimal Src recognition sequence are comparable to that of mammalian c-Src. The substrate specificities of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 also resemble that of c-Src; both phosphorylated the Src substrate synthetic peptide with a greater efficiency than peptides with recognition sequences for other tyrosine kinase substrates (Figure 3B). CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 also displayed the same dependence on the phosphorylation of the activation loop tyrosine observed for mammalian c-Src (Figure 4A). In contrast, although CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 both showed evidence of SH3 substrate targeting as measured by synthetic peptides, the SH2 domain was not coupled to substrate recognition (Figure 3C). These results are similar to those seen for the M. brevicollis MbSrc1.42 The absence of SH2 targeting in both Monosiga and Capsaspora Src’s suggests that functional coupling of the SH2 and kinase domains and autoregulation did not develop until later in SFK evolution.

Genomic analysis has shown that C. owczarzaki contains almost all of the necessary components of mammalian focal adhesions, although these complexes were previously thought to exist in only metazoans. Indeed, Capsaspora is the only nonmetazoan group that possesses an integrin-mediated adhesion pathway with all the same components present in the integrin machinery of metazoans. Choanoflagellates have secondarily lost the integrin adhesion pathway and contain only some of the signaling and scaffolding proteins associated with the integrin adhesion apparatus such as Src and talin.50 This shows that the origins of the protein precursors of the mammalian integrin adhesion complexes predate the transition to multicellularity in the metazoan lineage. Localization experiments showed a general pattern of the presence of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 in the filopodia of Capsaspora cells, colocalizing with actin (Figure 9A). Capsaspora cells use these filopodia to crawl along a substrate. Thus, a potential explanation is that they use focal adhesion-like complexes to generate force for moving. We hypothesize that ancestral metazoans co-opted this nearly intact machinery to create the modern focal adhesion system. Unfortunately, it is not at present possible to test the physiological roles of CoSrc and CoCsk in intact Capsaspora cells, because the technology does not yet exist to introduce genes or to block their function in this organism.

Functional studies of the Capsaspora Csk revealed an unexpected difference between this protein and all previously studied Csk kinases, including those from the choanoflagellates, M. ovata, and M. brevicollis. In mammalian cells, Csk plays a crucial role in regulating Src activity by phosphorylating a conserved tyrosine at the C-terminal tail. We found that CoCsk displayed no measurable activity toward a synthetic kinase substrate or toward CoSrc (Figure 6). CoCsk was expressed and purified using exactly the same methodology that was used for mammalian Csk46 and M. brevicollis Csk.42 Furthermore, a G278N mutation resulted in a partial recovery of CoCsk activity (Figure 7B), demonstrating that the experimental procedures used to express and assay CoCsk were compatible with the measurement of CoCsk activity. Using our protocol with \( \gamma^{32}P \)ATP and poly(Glu4-Tyr) as substrates, we conservatively estimate the lower detection limit of our assay with wild-type CoCsk to be a specific activity of 2.5 nmol min\(^{-1}\) mg\(^{-1}\), which is approximately 50 times lower than the activity seen for mammalian Csk (121 nmol min\(^{-1}\) mg\(^{-1}\)). CoCsk also had no inhibitory effect on CoSrc activity in vitro or in cells (Figure 8). In the immunoprecipitation-kinase assays from SYF cells (Figure 8B), the presence of CoCsk actually enhanced CoSrc activity, perhaps because of the formation of a complex between the two proteins (Figure 7A); such a complex could stabilize the open form of CoSrc. Immunoprecipitation-kinase assays from C. owczarzaki cells showed that CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 had activities comparable to those of the enzymes overexpressed in mammalian cells (Figure 9). The concentrations of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were undetectable in Capsaspora lysates, suggesting that the specific activities are high. This is consistent with a lack of endogenous CoCsk activity. A high basal level of Src activity was also observed in M. ovata.43 Csk may have evolved as an inactive
kinase or alternatively as a kinase that did not phosphorylate Src; in the latter case, Csk could have lost its activity in the filasterean lineage. In metazoan cells, Csk is essential for preventing unbridled Src activity; it is likely that the development of the intimate Csk-Src relationship was crucial in the evolution of signaling systems in multicellular animals.
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ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SH3</td>
<td>Src homology domain 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH2</td>
<td>Src homology domain 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFKs</td>
<td>Src family kinases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYF</td>
<td>Src, Yes, Fyn knockout cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-PAGE</td>
<td>sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST</td>
<td>glutathione S-transferase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOP</td>
<td>Yersinia tyrosine phosphatase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1.
Amino acid sequence alignment of *C. owczarzaki* CoSrc1 and CoSrc2, *M. brevicollis* MbSrc1, and human c-Src. The SH3 domain is boxed in red, the SH2 domain boxed in blue, and the kinase domain boxed in green. The orange circles represent conserved regulatory tyrosines: Tyr-416 in the activation loop and Tyr-527 in the C-terminal tail.
Figure 2.
Phylogenetic tree of four cytoplasmic TK families. An alignment of 363 amino acid sites was used for the tree inference. The alignment covers SH3, SH2, and TK domains. GenBank accession numbers or Flybase IDs of sequences are given in brackets. Data for A. queenslandica, M. brevicollis, and C. owczarzaki were from the whole genome sequence. The numbers on branches indicate the statistical nodal support as obtained from 100 maximum likelihood bootstrap replicates using the WAG + Γ model of evolution.
Figure 3.
CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 are active tyrosine kinases. (A) Activity of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 at varying enzyme concentrations. Enzyme activities were measured with 0.5 mM Src peptide substrate and 0.25 mM ATP using the phosphocellulose paper binding assay. Reactions proceeded for 5 min at 30 °C. (B) Substrate specificities of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were investigated using synthetic peptides incorporating recognition motifs from four protein kinases. Enzymes were incubated with 0.25 mM [$\gamma$-32P]ATP and 200 μM peptide, and reactions proceeded for 20 min at 30 °C. Activities are presented relative to Src peptide (100%) for each enzyme. (C) Substrate targeting by CoSrc1 and CoSrc2. Enzymes (400 nM) were tested with synthetic peptide substrates containing SH3 or SH2 ligand sequences or matched controls (see Materials and Methods for peptide sequences). Reactions proceeded for 30 min at 30 °C, and mixtures were analyzed by the phosphocellulose paper assay. All assays were performed in duplicate, and error bars show standard deviations.
Figure 4.
Autophosphorylation of CoSrc. (A) CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 were treated with immobilized GST-YOP for 30 min at 30 °C. The YOP was removed by centrifugation, and the mixture was assayed directly (left bars) or after incubation with ATP for 30 min at 30 °C (right bars). Activity measurements were performed in duplicate with the Src synthetic peptide and the phosphocellulose paper assay, as in Figure 2. (B) Whole cell lysates from untransfected SYF cells, or SYF cells expressing mammalian c-Src, CoSrc1, or CoSrc2, were analyzed by Western blotting with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody. The membrane was stripped and reprobed with anti-FLAG antibody to compare Src expression. The blots were quantitated by dividing the signal for autophosphorylated Src with the signal for total Src (ImageJ), and the value for c-Src was set to 1.0.
Figure 5.
Amino acid sequence alignment of *C. owczarzaki* CoCsk, *M. brevicollis* MbCsk, and human Csk. The SH3 domain is boxed in red, the SH2 domain boxed in blue, and the kinase domain boxed in green. The orange circles represent sites that are important for interaction with Src. 45
Figure 6.
Activity of CoCsk is undetectable. (A) Purified CoCsk, *M. brevicollis* Csk (MbCsk), and human Csk (200 nM) were assayed with poly(Glu₄Tyr) (1 mg/mL). Reaction mixtures contained 500 μM [γ-³²P]ATP. Activity was analyzed at various time points by scintillation counting. (B) CoCsk does not phosphorylate CoSrc in vitro. Purified CoCsk (400 nM) was incubated with purified CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 (activation loop mutants, 800 nM) in the presence of [γ-³²P]ATP. Reactions were stopped by the addition of Laemmli buffer, and mixtures were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. (C) The bands shown in panel B were excised from the gel, dissolved, and analyzed by scintillation counting. (D) Whole cell lysates from SYF cells co-expressing the activation loop mutants (CoSrc1 Y447F or CoSrc2 Y471F) and CoCsk were analyzed by Western blotting with the anti-pTyr antibody. The filled arrow denotes the position of CoSrc1, and the empty arrow denotes the position of CoSrc2. The membrane was stripped and reprobed with anti-FLAG antibody to measure Src expression. The blots were quantitated by dividing the signal for autophosphorylated Src by the signal for total Src. Values in the lanes with CoCsk were compared to the values for CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 alone, which were each set to 1.0.
Figure 7.
Biochemical studies of CoCsk. (A) Binding of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 to CoCsk. GST-CoCsk (or GST control) was immobilized on glutathione-agarose beads. Lysates (0.5 mg) from SYF cells expressing CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 were incubated with the resins for 1 h at 4 °C. After being washed, bound proteins were analyzed by anti-FLAG Western blotting. For comparison, 5% of the lysates were analyzed by anti-FLAG Western blotting (bottom). (B) The G278N mutation partially restores CoCsk activity. Purified wild-type GST-CoCsk and GST-CoCsk-G278N were assayed with poly(Glu₄Tyr) (1 mg/mL). Reaction mixtures contained 500 μM [γ-³²P]ATP. Activity was analyzed at various time points by scintillation counting.
Figure 8. CoCsk does not inhibit CoSrc Activity. (A) In vitro CoSrc kinase assays were performed in the presence or absence of purified CoCsk. Reaction mixtures contained 500 nM CoSrc1 or CoSrc2, CoCsk (600 nM), 500 μM [$\gamma$-32P]ATP, and RCM-lysozyme (0.4 mg/mL) as a Src substrate. After 20 min at 30 °C, reaction mixtures were analyzed by scintillation counting, as described in Materials and Methods. For each enzyme, activity without CoCsk was normalized to 100%. (B) CoSrc1 or CoSrc2 was expressed in SYF cells in the presence and absence of CoCsk. CoSrc proteins were immunoprecipitated with immobilized FLAG antibody and incubated with Src substrate peptide and [$\gamma$-32P]ATP. After 20 min at 30 °C, activity was measured using the phosphocellulose paper assay. (C) Similar experiments were conducted to compare wild-type CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 (isolated from SYF cells co-expressing CoCsk) with mutant forms lacking C-terminal tyrosines. In each case, equivalent immunoprecipitation of CoSrc kinases was verified by anti-FLAG Western blotting (data not shown). (D) Western blot analyses of CoSrc1 (left) or CoSrc2 (right) activity (wild-type or C-terminal tail YF mutants) in the presence or absence of CoCsk. Whole cell lysates of SYF cells were analyzed by anti-pTyr blotting. The filled arrow denotes the position of CoSrc1; the empty arrow denotes the position of CoSrc2. Equal expression of CoSrc1 and CoSrc2 was confirmed by anti-FLAG blotting and equal expression of CoCsk by anti-V5 blotting. Quantitation was performed as described in the legend of Figure 6.
Figure 9.
CoSrc localization and activity in *C. owczarzaki* cells. (A) Cells were fixed and immunostained with CoSrc1-, CoSrc2-, or actin-specific antibodies prior to fluorescence microscopy. Lectin stains the entire cell as well as the filopodia. (B) Anti-CoSrc1 immunoprecipitation reactions were conducted with lysates from Capsaspora cells or SYF cells overexpressing CoSrc1 in the presence or absence of CoCsk. Activity measurements were performed by the phosphocellulose paper assay with the Src synthetic peptide and [γ-32P]ATP. (C) Anti-CoSrc2 immunoprecipitation reactions were conducted with lysates from Capsaspora cells or SYF cells overexpressing CoSrc2 in the presence or absence of CoCsk. (D) Representative Western blot to compare the levels of CoSrc2 in Capsaspora and SYF cells.